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Description of Rocks and Soils

Purpose

To give an indication of the likely engineering properties of
the rock and soil

Scheme

Geoguide 3: Guide to Rock and Soil Descriptions (GCO, 1988)

Mainly based on BS5930 (1981 edition)

BS5930 revised in 1999 and 2015

Why use a scheme?

Good practice and common ground for reference
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Definitions

In engineering terms, a “soil” is any naturally formed
earth material or fill which can be broken down by
hand into its constituent grains.

Conversely, a “rock” cannot be broken down, or may
only be partially broken down by hand, depending on
its weathered condition.

In geological terms, “superficial deposit” covers any
geologically recent, unlithified, transported material
of sedimentary origin.

“Rock” refers to any lithified soil material of igneous,
sedimentary, pyroclastic or metamorphic origin.
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Definitions

By relating the two schemes, “engineering soils” are
defined as all superficial deposits and fill (including
rock fill) plus those rocks which have weathered in-
situ to the condition of a “soil” in engineering terms.

“Engineering soils” derived from in-situ rock
weathering (pp45, Geoguide 3):

Saprolites – soils that retain the original texture, fabric
and structure of the parent rock

Residual Soils – soils in which the original rock texture,
fabric and structure has been destroyed
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Checklist for Rock Description

1. Strength

2. Colour

3. Texture / Fabric

4. Structure

5. Material Weathering State

6. Rock Name

7. Discontinuities

8. Additional Geological Information
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(Mass Characteristics)

Checklist for Soil Description

1. Strength

2. Colour

3. Particle Shape & Composition

4. Soil Name

5. Additional Geological Information
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Rock Strength Terms
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(Table 2, Geoguide 3)

Colour Terms
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Basic ColourIntensity / PurityLightness

Don’t add with 
Chroma and Value

Note (pp15, Geoguide 3):

Wetting a rock sample decreases the value (i.e. makes the sample darker), 
but does not change the hue or chroma.
If unspecified, rock cores are presumed wet when described.

(Table 3, Geoguide 3) (Table 3, Geoguide 3)



Texture / Fabric Terms
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Note (pp15-16, pp150, Geoguide 3):

Common textural terms in the left Plate are only
applicable to crystalline igneous (e.g. granite,
rhyolite) and non-foliated metamorphic rocks
(e.g. quartzite, marble)

Microfractures caused by mechanical weathering,
tectonic activity and stress-relief are particularly
common on coarse-grained rocks ���� spacing,

preferred orientation and aperture should be
described in additional geological information

Size, spacing and extent of any other notable
features (e.g. voids, honeycomb/weathering pits)
should be described in additional geological
information

(Plate 1, Geoguide 3)

Weathering State
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Note (pp18, Geoguide 3):

Not all general characteristics in the table are
applicable to some weaker sedimentary (e.g.
siltstone) and metamorphic rocks (e.g. schist).

The grade classification is of very limited use for
description of carbonate rocks such as limestone
and marble. Since pure carbonate material
dissolves completely in contact with weakly acidic
groundwater, there is no gradual transition from
fresh rock to residual soil.

However, most carbonate rocks contain … non-
soluble impurities … which can accumulate in the
form of residual debris as the surrounding
carbonate material is removed in solution ……

It should be noted that this debris should not be
classified as a true insitu residual soil since the
solution of the carbonate material results in a
complete collapse of the original rock fabric.

(modified from Table 4, Geoguide 3)



Weathering State
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Note (pp18-20, pp45, Geoguide 3):

Grade II material can be distinguished from
Grade I rock by straining in the vicinity of
rock joints.

Grade III rock is usually stained
throughout.

Since Grade V materials retain the original
rock texture, complete descriptions should
be made in rock terms, supplemented
where necessary by additional soil terms.

Grade VI residual soils have lost all
evidence of the original rock texture.
Therefore, a full description …… can only
be made in soil terms.(modified from Plate 3, Geoguide 3)

Rock Discontinuity Terms
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Note (pp21, Geoguide 3):

Average joint spacing in igneous rocks tends to
increase with increasing grain size. (i.e.
coarse-grained granite usually has wider joint
spacing)

Compressive strength of fresh igneous and
pyroclastic rocks tends to decrease with
increasing grain size.

(Table 7, Geoguide 3)



Material Characteristics Mass Characteristics

Rock

uniform pieces of rock and drillcore;

discontinuities and other structural 
features will not normally be 
considered. 

larger volumes of rock that 
incorporate the usual structure 
features;

they can be fully appreciated only 
through careful field description.

Soil

Those can be described from visual 
and manual examination of 
relatively small volumes of soil in 
either disturbed or undisturbed 
samples. 

those can only be described 
satisfactorily if original soil structure
remains intact in undisturbed 
samples or exposures.

Material and Mass Characteristics
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Material and Mass Characteristics
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Rock Material Rock Mass

Strength √

Colour √

Texture and fabric √

Structure √

Weathering State √ √

Rock name √

Discontinuities √
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Rock Mass Weathering Profile

(modified from Figure 5, Geoguide 3)
(Figure 4.4.7, GEO Publication No. 1/2007)

Application of Rock and Soil Descriptions

Logging of:

Drillholes

Trial Pits / Trial Trenches

Surface Strippings

Bulk Samples from Various Sources

Mapping of:

Soil and Rock Slopes

Soft Ground / Mix Ground / Rock Tunnels

Landslides
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Format of Drillhole Log
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1. Orientation

2. Flushing Medium

3. Water Level

4. Samples

5. Field Tests

6. Core Recovery

7. Fracture Index

8. Soil Descriptions

9. Rock Descriptions

10. Legend and Decomposition Grade

11. Logged by / Checked by

TCR, SCR, RQD, FI

Total Core Recovery, TCR (%) =

total core recovered / total length of core run

Solid Core Recovery, SCR (%) =

“solid core” recovered / total length of core run

Rock Quality Designation, RQD (%) =

total length of “solid core” (>100mm) recovered /
total length of core run

Fracture Index, FI =

number of natural fracture per metre run
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Solid Core  =  core with at least 1 full diameter (but not necessarily 
a full circumference) measured along the core axis 
between 2 natural fractures



TCR, SCR, RQD, FI
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a single 1.5m core run

(Figure 4, Geoguide 3)

TCR of the Designated Grade

20(Figure 2.1, Code of Practice for Foundations 2017)



Example of Drillhole 
Logs and Photos
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Saprolite in rock description
(with soil description in blanket)

Grade III rock in rock description 

Joint spacing, roughness, 
aperture, staining and orientation
behind rock description


